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4826:9 June 4 –> delete We deleted ”4”

4826:11 in four samples out of eight –> delete 4826:13-14 delete text within brackets
4826:26 In summer –> In the summer 4827:18 at all –> delete 4827:28 relating of –>
relating to 4828:10 Sveinbjörnsson –> delete 4828:12 certain –> the following 4829:8
shallow –> lowest All of the above have been corrected.

4830:1 M15 –> Quadrat M15 4834:13 published –> reported 4834:27 render –> ren-
ders 4835:14-15 in a single quadrat respectively –> in single quadrats 4835:15 at all
–> delete [I suspect B. Magnússon means 4835:25] 4837:27 .. from 1969 –> ..from
1969 (Bjarnason and FriÃËĞrriksson, 1972). Corrected.
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4839:11 (Badan Geologi.....) –> (substitute with proper reference) The reference
is proper but not properly presented, we will put ”(Badan Geologi 2014)” in the
main text and insert the site as a reference in the reference list: "Badan Geologi:
http://www.vsi.esdm.go.id/, last access: 12 June 2014."

4839:14 or none –> delete 4839:21 at all–> delete 4839:21 don0t –> do not 4840:11
–> Interestingly some of the species the island has in common with Surtsey .. 4841:14
sped up –> increased considerably 4842:2 fast the first –> fast dur- ing the first 4842:17
are lacking –> lack 4850: Fig 1, text: The figure shows the –> delete –> Number of
bryophyte species.. 4851: Fig 2, text: Total –> delete –> Distribution of the most
common genera on Surtsey in 2008. Corrected.

4855: Fig. 6. text: Fumarole on a palagonite ridge on Surtsey. (The first sentence is
too detailed !) We have deleted ”on the eastern end of” and ” , the eastern palagonite
ridge is in the background”.
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